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sither when I tell you the follow-
ng message. Here we go! “How

Jld are you soldier?” Eighteen.
Jo you belong to any church?
Mast of the time I go to a Bap-
dst church because that's the
ame I started in.
Clerk! Mark this soldier down

1s a “Christian.” That sounded
200d to me for now I belonged
to something beside the army.
Who told me that I was a Chris-
tian? The army said so, my folk
said so, Sunday school teachers
said so, the preachers said so,
and anyone who saw me go into
a church or chapel said so. Eight
years later, now 28, I was walk-
ing down the street on the Ken-
tucky-Tennessee line in Camp
Campbell, going to my barracks
and a “voice” beckoned me three
times to go into the chapel whieh
was close by. Mind yeu, this was
Wednesday afternoon at quarter
to five, just before supper. I did-
n't want to go in no old chapel,
I wasn’t that religious. Neverthe-
less, I gave in and went inside.
Nearly 10 minutes to five after I
bowed my head in reverence to
the Diety or something or other,
I told this “Bible talk God” to let
me knowif there really is a God
because I had a great need to be
filled some how, and because I
iidn’t have something or some
one to “believe” in. In the twink-
ling of an eye, while bowed to
this calling power, a great light
that was so big, and tall expand-

  Shelby, N. C.

 

 

 

SALE
2 FOR THE PRICE
OF 1 PLUS 1 CENT  

lieve on my own, therefore, mine |
is a real belief, not a blind be- |

lief led by the blind. Too many |

people confess their Christianity|
yet don’t really know Christ. This |

is like the woman who believes |
its “all right to leave mud on
the graft and believes the plant
will grow up right.
The plant or you will not grow |

up right because it is hindered
and a lot of people won't go thru
the pearlygates either believing
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Put yoursol " this pile...
be your own boss!

JOIN THEFASTESTGROWING

        

 

W-D BRAND BROAD BREASTED
GOVERMENT

| GRADE “A”

.D U. S. CHOICE E-Z CARVE

BEEFRIB ROAST

ROUND CANNED HAMS...  
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PETER

Rabbits +© 40°

Peeps .. »c27¢

  
BRACH JELLY

Peeps... #27

FROZEN{FOOD
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Nut Eggs ~ 59°
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4%:3790
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DIXIE DARLING

J | CAKE MIX

3:88°PKGS.

LAND O' SUNSHINE, QTRS. .

GRADE “A”

LARGE PALMETTO FARM  

LIMIT 4 AT THIS PRICE      
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BOTTLE SCOPE
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DIXIE THRIFTYSANDWICH

     
    

Sg:Noamain York Rd. Kings Mountain gasket = Lal Rabbitsi=3 BREAD pe 45 89c¢
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= | ASTOR.. 3 =
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3% For choice locations act now.
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CREAM CORN. . 4":$19
UPTO 38¢)
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complete and the most profitable in 12 Seid. Traine Five STICKS «sa voeesve ”a 5Q¢ SHAMPOO. ~
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